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Abstract. We present a systematic treatment of the commutative and non-commutative topol-
ogy of quasicrystal point patterns and tilings produced in nite dimensional Euclidean space by the
projection or strip method. With no conditions on the projection plane and with a general accep-
tance domain only weakly constrained, we examine two sets of points constructed by the projection
method, one a nite decoration of the other, and their corresponding dynamical systems. We dene
a projection method pattern or tiling as one whose dynamical system is intermediate to these two
systems, concluding that for xed projection data this allows only a nite number of possible patterns
up to topological conjugacy. In all cases the dynamical systems associated to the pattern are almost
1-1 extensions of minimal rotation actions on a torus and we compute these factors explicitly. We
establish equivalence between the tiling groupoid and the transformation groupoid of these dynamical
systems. In this way, we generalize results of Robinson and of Le and place them in a wider context.
The results here provide the necessary groundwork for our second paper in this series, which describes
qualitatively the cohomology of projection quasicrystals.
Key words. Quasicrystal, projection method, tiling dynamical system, tiling groupoid.
x1 Introduction Of the many examples of aperiodic tilings of the plane and higher di-
mensional Euclidean space found in recent years, two classes stand out as particularly
interesting and sthetically pleasing: the substitution, or self-similar, tilings [GS] [AP]
and the projection, or strip, method tilings [KN] [dB1] [KD]. The overlap of these two
classes includes some of the better studied examples of aperiodic tiling, for example the
Penrose tiling [Pe] and the octagonal tiling (see [Soc]). In this paper we consider the
second class in full generality.
The projection method was developed originally as a model for physical quasicrystals
and for this it has proved quite acceptable [1] [2]. But it also has great mathematical ap-
peal. It is elementary and geometric and, once the acceptance domain and the dimensions
of the spaces used in the construction are chosen, has a nite number of degrees of freedom.
The projection method is also a natural generalisation of low dimensional examples such
as Sturmian sequences [HM] which have strong links with classical number theory.
In this paper our broad goal is to study the commutative and non-commutative topol-
ogy of projection method patterns with few restrictions on the freedom of the construction.
It is the rst of a short series of papers describing a calculus for computing the topological
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invariants associated to projection method patterns and tilings and provides the necessary
theory to allow a qualitative description in [FHK1] of the cohomology groups of a gen-
eral tiling. A procedure for quantitative calculation will be described in [FHK2]. These
invariants are studied as part of a wider programme of classication of quasicrystals.
In common with the papers [Ru] [Ra] [R1] [K1] [K3] on the topology of tilings (but,
as we shall explain, unlike [BCL]), we are interested in an individual tiling or pattern in
Euclidean space and in the topological spaces formed by its Euclidean translations. This
allows us to apply to the individual pattern whatever deductions we can make from our
construction, for example the labelling of gaps in the spectrum of the discrete Schrodinger
operator describing the physical systems connected with the pattern [B1] [K1].
For an introduction to tilings and quasicrystals we recommend the well-illustrated
monographs of Grunbaum and Sheppard and of Senechal [GS] [S]. We refer also to the
original papers of de Bruijn [dB1], Katz and Duneau [KD] and its sequel [OKD] for the
denitions (which we repeat below) and physical motivation. Our work on groupoids in
this paper rests heavily on the theory and ideas found in [Ren] [C] and [K1].
The projection method starts with the choice of a d dimensional subspace, E, of R
N
(0 < d < N), with orthocomplement E
?
, together with an acceptance domain, K  E
?
(see 2.1).
Classically the acceptance domain is an appropriate projection of the unit cube [dB1]
[OKD], the canonical case, but greater freedom is allowed in more modern studies [H] [S]
[BKS]. We impose only the weakest reasonable topological conditions on K in this paper
(see 2.1 again).
It is commonly assumed that E \Z
N
= 0, which requires that the patterns produced
have no periodic directions. For many purposes, periodic directions can be \quotiented
out" and our general and natural approach takes this case in its stride (see Remark 5.5).




= 0, is often assumed for convenience or technical
reasons, but it excludes, for example, the Penrose tiling and is therefore a signicant
restriction to an inclusive study of projection method tilings. Many of the constructions




= 0 case pass to the general case without much adaption, but
there are signicant points where this is not so, especially in the comparison of projection
point patterns and projection tilings (see section 8).




= 0 completely and only
adopt the assumption E \Z
N
= 0 occasionally in later sections. This allows us to develop
a coherent theory of projection method patterns and tilings and makes the general case
more approachable.
The second paper in this series, [FHK1], starts with the observation that the co-
homology of a projection method pattern or tiling (i.e. of its groupoid) can be equated
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with the

Cech cohomology of the space, MT , of the pattern dynamical system, (MT ;R
d
),
dened by Rudolf [Ru] (see 4.2). This fact compels us to look more closely at the pattern
dynamical system and provides the focus for the present paper.
A precursor to our description of the pattern dynamical system can be found in the
work of Robinson [R2], who examined the dynamical system of the Penrose tiling and
showed that it is an almost 1-1 extension of a minimal R
2
action by rotation (2.15) on
a 4-torus. Although Robinson used quite special properties of the tiling, Hof [H] has
noted that the techniques are generalizable without being specic about the extent of the
generalization. Our approach is quite dierent from that of Robinson and, by constructing
a larger topological space from which the pattern dynamical system is formed by a quotient,
we follow most closely the approach pioneered by Le [Le].
Our results are summarized precisely in section 12. We give a brief overview here, but
we emphasise that the denitions and discussions of sections 2 and 4 are essential stepping
stones to the more technical results of later sections.
Given a subspace, E, acceptance domain, K, and a positioning parameter u, we can
distinguish two R
d











), the rst automatically the factor of the second. This allows us to dene a
projection method pattern (with data (E;K; u)) as a pattern, T , whose dynamical system,
(MT ;R
d
), is intermediate to these two extreme systems. Sections 3 to 9 of this paper







under further weak assumptions on the acceptance domain, that it is a nite isometric
extension. In section 7 we conclude that this restricts (MT ;R
d
) to one of a nite num-
ber of possibilities, and that any projection method pattern is a nite decoration of its
corresponding point pattern P
u
(2.1).
In section 10 we describe yet another dynamical system connected with a projection
method pattern, this time a Z
d
action on a Cantor set X, whose mapping torus is the




= 0 this is
the same system as that constructed in [BCL] (see below).
All the dynamical systems produced in this paper are almost 1-1 extensions (2.15) of




by rotations (2.15) on a torus (or torus  nite abelian group). In
each case the dimension of the torus and the generators of the action can be computed
explicitly. This gives a clear picture of the orbits of non-singular points in the pattern
dynamical system.
Comparing this analysis with the available descriptions of the tiling dynamical system
in the canonical case (e.g. [Le] [BCL]) we see that our constructions both avoid and
justify their intuitive approaches, satisfactory till now, which \Cantorize" Euclidean space
by corners or cuts. We believe that the care we take in this paper is necessary for further
progress and to allow general acceptance domains. Even in the canonical case, Corollary
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7.2 and Proposition 8.4 of this paper, for example, require this precision despite being
direct generalizations of Theorem 3.8 in [Le].
In section 11 we complete the circle of ideas by showing that the transformation group
([Ren]), G(X;Z
d
), of the system found in section 10, and the pattern groupoid, GT (section





(the dynamical crossed product) and C

(GT ) (the groupoid C*-algebra) are
strongly Morita equivalent and their ordered K-theories agree. In the canonical cases
such a correspondence is known from [K2] although with a dierent description of the
dynamical system.




(GT ) and C(X)o Z
d
, can be thought of equally
as non-commutative versions of the space MT . In general they are not -isomorphic.
The results of section 11 can be contrasted with the recently announced results of Bel-
lissard et al. [BCL]. Recall that in this paper we have been examining a single projection
method pattern, T , and constructing the spaces, MT and GT , produced by its Euclidean
translations. This is not the approach in [BCL] where a groupoid is formed directly from
the lattice inside the strip, and, in eect, the non-commutative version of the space M
e
P





This dierence becomes clear when we compare Robinson's computations [R2] for the
Penrose tiling and the conclusion to be derived from [BCL]. In this case, the latter paper
would produce a dynamical system which is an almost 1-1 extension of a rotation on a 3-




) (in our notation),
an almost 1-1 extension of a rotation on a 2-torus. This disagreement is signicant at the
non-commutative level as well since the K-theory of (the C

-algebra associated with) the




This example underlines some of the diculties we must address in accommodating
the most general cases of projection method pattern.
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x2 The projection method and associated geometric constructions We use the
construction of point patterns and tilings given in Chapters 2 and 5 of Senechal's mono-
graph [S] throughout this paper, adding some assumptions on the acceptance domain in
the following denitions.





plement. For the time being we shall make no assumptions about the position of either of
these planes.
Let  be the projection onto E and 
?
the projection onto E
?
.
Let Q = E + Z
N
(Euclidean closure).
Let K be a compact subset of E
?
which is the closure if its interior (which we write
IntK) in E
?
. Thus the boundary of K in E
?
is compact and nowhere dense. Let
 = K +E, a subset of R
N
sometimes refered to as the strip with acceptance domain K.
A point v 2 R
N
is said to be non-singular if the boundary, @, of  does not intersect
Z
N
+v. We write NS for the set of non-singular points in R
N
. These points are also called





=  \ (Z
N







), a subset of E called the projection point pattern.
In what follows we assume E and K are xed and suppress mention of them as a subscript
or argument.
Lemma 2.2 With the notation above,




invariant under translation by E.
ii/ If u 2 NS, then NS \ (Q+ u) is dense in Q+ u.
iii/ If u 2 NS and F is a vector subspace of R
N
complementary to E, then NS \
(Q+ u) \ F is dense in (Q+ u) \ F .
Proof i/ Note that R
N
n NS is a translate of the set [
v2Z
N(@K + E + v) (where the
boundary is taken in E
?
) and our conditions on K complete the proof.
ii/ NS \ (Q+ u)  E + Z
N
+ u.
iii/ (E + Z
N
+ u) \ F = (Q+ u) \ F . 
Remark 2.3 The condition on the acceptance domain K is a topological version of the
condition of [H]. We note that our conditions include the examples of acceptance domains
with fractal boundaries which have recently interested quasicrystalographers [BKS].




). We call this the canonical
acceptance domain. The canonical tiling, dened by [OKD] with this choice of acceptance
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domain, is formed by picking u 2 NS and projecting onto E those d-dimensional faces of
the lattice Z
N
+ u which are contained entirely in . We write this T
u
.
The following notation and technical lemma makes easier some calculations in future sec-
tions.
Denition 2.4 If X is a subspace of Y , both topological spaces, and A  X, then we
write Int
X
A to mean the interior of A in the subspace topology of X.
Likewise we write @
X
A for the boundary of A taken in the subspace topology of X.
Lemma 2.5 a/ If u 2 NS, then (Q + u) \ IntK = Int
(Q+u)\E
?((Q + u) \ K) and





b/ If u 2 NS, then ((Q+ u) \ E
?
) nNS = @
(Q+u)\E





Proof a/ To show both facts, it is enough to show that (@
E
?
K) \ (Q+ u) has no interior
as a subspace of (Q+ u) \ E
?
.
Suppose otherwise and that U is an open subset of @K \ (Q + u) in (Q + u) \ E
?
.




) in Q \ E
?
, we nd v 2 Z
N
such that u 2 U + 
?
(v). But this
implies that u 2 @K + 
?
(v) and so u 62 NS - a contradiction.







)) \ (Q + u) which equals (@
E
?








) is dense in
Q \E
?
. By part a/ therefore we obtain the right-hand side of the equation. 
Condition 2.6 We exclude immediately the case (Q+u)\ IntK = ; since when u 2 NS,
Lemma 2.5 shows this is equivalent to P
u
= ;.
Examples 2.7We note the parameters of two well-studied examples, both with canonical
acceptance domain.
The octagonal tiling [Soc] [B2] has N = 4 and d = 2, where E is a vector subspace
of R
4

















. Its orthocomplement, E
?
, is the other invariant
subspace. Here Q = R
4
and so many of the distinctions made in subsequent sections are
irrelevant to this example.
The Penrose tiling [Soc] [S] has N = 5 and d = 2 (although we note that there is









(indexed modulo 5) has two 2 dimensional and one 1
dimensional invariant subspaces. Of the rst two subspaces, one is chosen as E and the


















Q is therefore a proper subset of R
5
, a fact which allows the construction of generalised
Penrose tilings using a parameter u 2 NS nQ.
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Note that we speak of tilings and yet only consider point patterns. In both examples,
the projection tiling [OKD] is conjugate to both the corresponding strip point pattern
and projection point pattern, a fact proved in greater generality in section 8.
We develop these geometric ideas in the following lemmas. The next is Theorem 2.3 from
[S].
Theorem 2.8 Suppose that Z
N
is in standard position in R
N





is a surjective linear map. Then there is a direct sum decompostion R
n
= V  W
into real vector subspaces such that (Z
N
) \ V is dense in V , (Z
N
) \W is discrete and
(Z
N
) = (V \ (Z
N
)) + (W \ (Z
N
)). 
We proceed with the following renement of Proposition 2.15 of [S].
Lemma 2.9 Suppose that Z
N
is in standard position in R
N
and suppose that :R
N
 ! F
is an orthogonal projection onto F a subspace of R
N
. With the decompostion of F implied
by Theorem 2.8, (F \ Z
N




) as a nite index subgroup.
Also, the lattice dimension of F\Z
N
equals dimF dimV and the real vector subspace
generated by F \ Z
N
is orthogonal to V .
Proof Suppose that U is the real linear span of  = F \Z
N
. Note that, since  is discrete,
the lattice dimension of  equals the real space dimension of U .
The argument of the proof of Proposition 2.15 in [S] shows that each element of F\Z
N







Consider the rational vector space Q
N





canonical position. Let U
0
be the rational span of  and note that U
0











be the orthocomplement of U
0
with respect to the standard
inner product in Q
N















) forms a discrete lattice of dimension N .






) is a discrete sublattice
of Z
N


















) be considered as a sublattice of U
?
. It is integral (with respect
to the restriction of the inner product on R
N
) and of full dimension. The projection 




\F and, by construction, U
?
\F \L = 0.
Therefore Proposition 2.15 of [S] applies to show that (L) is dense in U
?
\ F and that
 is 1-1 on L.
However (L)  (Z
N
) and so, by the characterisation of Theorem 2.2, we deduce
that U
?
\ F  V . However, since U
?
 V , we have U
?
\ F = V .
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We have U \ Z
N








) \ V automatically. Therefore
((Z
N






) + (U \ Z
N
)). As proved above, this latter set is
the image of a nte index subgroup of the domain, Z
N
, and therefore it is a nite index
subgroup of the image (Z
N
) as required.
The remaining properties follow quickly from the details above. 










) where U is the real vector space
generated by .
Note that the discrete group  dened here is not the real vector space (E) dened in
[Le], but it is a cocompact sublattice and so the dimensions are equal.




) = V 
e
 and Q = E  V 
~
 are




is a subgroup of
e
 with nite index.











)Z, a subgroup of index 5 in
e
.
And nally a general result about isometric extensions of dynamical systems.
Denition 2.13 Suppose that : (X;G)  ! (Y;G) is a factor map of topological dynam-
ical systems with group, G, action. If every bre 
 1
(y) has the same nite cardinality, n,
then we say that (X;G) is an n-to-1 extension.
The structure of such extensions, a special case of isometric extensions, is well-known [F].
Lemma 2.14 Suppose that : (X;G)  ! (Y;G) is an n-to-1 extension and that (X;G)
is minimal. Suppose further that there is an abelian group H which acts continuously on







 ! (Y;G) is an intermediate factor, then (Z;G) is an m-to-1 extension
where m divides n, and we can nd a subgroup, H
0
of H, so that
i/ H=H
0
acts continuously on Z, commutes with the G action, preserves 
00
bres and
acts transitively on each bre and
ii/ H
0
acts on X as a subaction of H, preserving 
0
bres and acting transitively on
each bre.
Proof Given h 2 H, consider X
h




(hx)g which is a closed G-invariant
subset of X. Therefore, by minimality, X
h
= ; or X. Let H
0
= fh 2 H j X
h
= Xg which
can be checked is a subgroup of H. The properties claimed follow quickly. 
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Denitions 2.15 We will call an extension which obeys the conditions of Lemma 2.14 a
nite isometric extension.
An almost 1-1 extension of topological dynamical systems : (X;G)  ! (Y;G) is one
in which the set 
 1
(y) is a singleton for a dense G

of y 2 Y . In the case of minimal
actions, it is sucient to nd just one point y 2 Y for which 
 1
(y) is a singleton.
We say that an abelian topological group, G, acting on a compact abelian topological
group, Z say, acts by rotation if there is a group homomorphism,  : G  ! Z such that
gz = z +  (g) for all z 2 Z and g 2 G.
x3 Topological spaces for point patternsWhen v is non-singular, P
v
forms an almost
periodic pattern of points in the sense that each spherical window, whose position is shifted
over the innite pattern, reveals the same conguration at a syndetic (relatively dense) set
of positions [S]. A precise formulation of this fact is well-known and we note the following
relevant constructions and lemmas.
Denition 3.1 Let B(r) be the closed ball in E, centre 0 and of radius r with boundary
@B(r). Given a closed subset, A, of R
N
, dene A[r] = (A\B(r))[ @B(r), a closed subset
of B(r). Consider the Hausdor metric d
r
dened among closed subsets of B(r) and dene
a metric (after [R1], [Sol]) on closed subsets of the plane by
D(A;A
0





The following is proved in much greater generality in [Ru] (see also [R1] and [Ra]).
Proposition 3.2 If u 2 NS, then the sets fP
v
j v 2 NSg and fP
v
j v 2 u + Eg are
precompact with respect to D. 
Denition 3.3 The compact sets obtained from the closure of the sets of the lemma are
written respectively MP and MP
u
.
Remark 3.4 Note that  = 0 if and only if MP = MP
u
for all u 2 NS, which happens
if and only if MP =MP
u
for some u 2 NS.
Also P
v





) = jjwjj=(1 + jjwjj).




, dened for v 2 NS,
may be extended to a homeomorphism of MP , and the family of homeomorphisms dened
by taking all choices of w 2 E denes a group action of R
d
 E on NS.
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Also for each u 2 NS, MP
u






with the action by E  R
d
is the dynamical system, analogous
to that constructed by Rudolf [Ru] for tilings, associated with the point pattern P
u
. We
modify this to an action by E on a non-compact cover of MP
u
as follows.











) + jjv   v
0
jj; this is clearly a
metric. Let  be the completion of NS with respect to this metric.
The following lemma starts the basic topological description of these spaces.
Lemma 3.7 a/ The canonical injection NS  ! R
N
extends to a continuous surjection
:   ! R
N
. Moreover, if v 2 NS, then 
 1
(v) is a single point.
b/ The map v 7! P
v
, v 2 NS, extends to a continuous E-equivariant surjection,
:   !MP , which is an open map.
c/ The action by translation by elements of E on NS extends to a continuous action
of R
d
 E on .
d/ Similarly the translation by elements of Z
N
is D-isometric and extends to a con-
tinuous action of Z
N
on . This action commutes with the action of E found in part
c/.







Proof a/ The only non-elementary step of this part is the latter sentence.
We must show that if v 2 NS then for all  > 0 there is a  > 0 such that jjw   vjj < 




) < . However, we know that if B is a ball in R
N
of radius much bigger than 1=(2), then (Z
N
+ v) \ B is of strictly positive distance, say
at least 2 with  > 0 chosen < =2, from @. Therefore, whenever (v   w) = 0 and
jjv   wjj < , we have P
v
\ B = P
w




) <  . On the other hand, if
(v w) 6= 0 but jjv   wjj <  then we may replace w by w
0
= w+(v w), a displacement










) < 2 <  in general, as required.
b/ The extension to , and the equivariance and surjectivity, are immediate. The
open map condition is quickly conrmed using remark (3.4).
c/ follows from the uniform action of E noted in Remark 3.4. d/ follows similarly
where uniform continuity is immediate from the isometry.
Note that e/ is a direct consequence of the denition of the metric D. 
Denition 3.8 For u 2 NS, let 
u
be the completion of E + Z
N
+ u with respect to the
D metric.
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Lemma 3.9 For u 2 NS, 
u
is a closed E+Z
N





)x, the orbit of x under the E and Z
N
actions, is dense in 
u
. Consequently
a/ The injection, E + Z
N
+ u  ! R
N
extends to a continuous map, equal to the








, whose image is Q+ u.
b/ By extending the action by translation by elements of E + Z
N





acts continuously and minimally on 
u
. This is the restriction of the action of
Lemma 3.7 c/ and d/.
c/ The map v 7! P
v
, v 2 E + Z
N







, which is the restriction of .
d/ If x 2 
u




xing x, then in fact v = 0.
Proof The rst sentence is immediate since, by denition, 
u
is the closure of an E+Z
N
orbit in .
Suppose that x 2 
u
and that y 2 E + Z
N
+ u which we consider as a subset of 
u
.




+ u such that x
n






for the translation action by  x
n
and write  for the translation action by y. Then we
have (
n
(x))! 0 and so (
n
(x)) = y + (
n
(x))! y.
But, since  is 1-1 at y 2 NS by Lemma 3.7 a/, we deduce that D(
n
(x); y) ! 0
and so y is in the closure of the E +Z
N
orbit of x. However the orbit of y is dense and so
we have the density of the x orbit as well.
The lettered parts follow quickly from this. 





without confusion, and this is what we do unless it is important to note the
domain explicitly.



















in a way which illuminates the underlying structure.
x4 Tilings and Point Patterns We now connect the original construction of projection
tilings due to Katz and Duneau [KD] with the point patterns that we have been considering
until now. We refer to [OKD] and [S] for precise descriptions of the construction; we
extract the points essential for our argument below.
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We note two developements of the D metric (3.1) which will be used ahead. The rst
development is also E.A.Robinson's original application of D [R1].
Denition 4.1 Suppose that T is a pattern in E considered as a locally nite arrangement
of uniformly bounded compact subsets of E (the units of the pattern). For example
we could take a tiling of E and let the pattern consist of the boundaries of the tiles
with superimposed decorations, i.e. small compact sets, in their interior giving further
asymmetries or other distinguishing features. Or we could take a point pattern, perhaps
replacing each point with one of a nite number of decorations. See [GS] for a thorough
discussion of this process in general.
By taking the union of all the elements of the pattern, we obtain a locally compact
subset P (T ) of E which can be shifted by elements of E, P (T ) + v and these various
subsets of E can be compared using D literally as dened above (the addition of further
decorations can also solve the problem of ambiguous overlap of adjacent elements of the
pattern, a complication which we ignore therefore without loss of generality). Under
natural conditions (see [Ru] [Sol]), which are always satised in our examples, the space
fP (T ) + v j v 2 Eg is precompact with respect to the D metric and its closure, written
MT here, supports a natural continuous E action. The pattern dynamical system of T is
this dynamical system (MT ; E).
Denition 4.2 The second development adapts D to compare subsets of . Let C(r) =

 1
(B(r)) \  and let dC(r) = 
 1
(@B(r))\ .


















































completion of NS \ (Q+ u). Let M
e
P be the D
0




j v 2 NSg.






























will be more convenient than 
u
and we use this comparison to work
with both spaces.
Theorem 4.3 There are E-equivariant maps 

induced by the projection  which complete













































Q+ u ==== Q+ u
in which all the labelled maps are 1-1 on NS. 
Consider the example of the canonical tiling, T
u




then we have all the
information needed to reconstruct T
u
by its denition. Conversely, the usual assumption
that the projected faces are non-degenerate (see [Le] (3.1)) allows us to distinguish the
orientation of the lattice face (in Z
N
) from which a given tile came. Piecing together all




. So the canonical tiling is conjugate (in the sense





On the other hand, the well-known Voronoi or Dirichlet tiling [GS] obtained from a
point pattern in E is a tiling conjugate to the original point pattern provided we decorate
each tile with the point which generates it.





most elaborate tiling or pattern that can be produced by the projection method, without
imposing further decorations not directly connected with the geometry of the construction,
and at the other extreme, the point pattern, P
u
, represents the least decorated tiling or
pattern which can be produced by the projection method.
Denition 4.4 For a given E andK as in (2.1), we include in the class of projection method
patterns all those patterns, T , of R
d








whose composition is 

.
We call (E;K; u) the data of the projection method and by presenting these data
we require tacitly that K has the properties of Denition 2.1, that u 2 NS and that
(Q+ u) \ IntK 6= ; (2.6).
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It is clear from the discussion above that the tilings of [OKD] and the Voronoi tilings




). In order to compare
these two constructions, or to consider projection method patterns in the general sense









First we adopt the following denitions which possibly duplicate notions already ex-
isting in the literature.
Denition 4.5 Adapting a denition of Le [Le], we say that two patterns, T ; T
0
, in E
are topologically conjugate if there is an E-equivariant homeomorphism, MT $MT
0
.
The two patterns, T ; T
0
, are pointed conjugate if there is an E-equivariant homeomor-
phism, MT $MT
0





is a nite decoration of a pattern T if there is a radius r and a rule
which forms T
0
by choosing and superimposing one of a nite number of decorations on
each unit, T , of the pattern (c.f. Denition 4.1); and the rule depends only on T within
distance r of T .
We note that topological conjugacy is strictly weaker than local isomorphism (as in [Le]
for example) and strictly stronger than equal quasicrystal type [R1]. Pointed conjugacy
is strictly stronger than mutual local derivability [BSJ] and topological equivalence [K3],
but has no strong relation with local isomorphism and quasicrystal type. Finite decoration
is strictly stronger than local derivability [BSJ].
However, we have the following, an immediate application of the dentions to the fact
that an n-to-1 factor map (see 2.13) is an open map [F].
Lemma 4.6 Suppose we have two patterns, T ; T
0
, in E and a continuous E-equivariant
surjection MT
0
 ! MT which is n-to-1, sending T
0
to T . Then T
0
is pointed conjugate















from (4.3) and seek
conditions under which it is a homeomorphism.
Recall the space V , one of the orthocomponents of the decomposition of Q in Corollary
2.11.
Lemma 5.1 Suppose that u 2 NS and that, for all v 2 Q+ u such that v 2 @((V + v) \










Proof We ask under what circumstances could we nd x 2 
u











2 (Q+ u) \NS both converging to x in
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limits, say A and B respectively.
From this we see that AB  @ (symmetric dierence) and yet (A) = (B).
Let p 2 (AB) and consider the set (AB) \ 
 1
(p). As noted above, this set is a
subset of the boundary of \ 
 1
(p)  K and each pair of elements is separated by some
element of .
Suppose that a 2 (AnB)\
 1







converging to a implying that a 2 @((Q + u) \ IntK). But by hypothesis, we deduce
B \ 
 1
(p) = ; - a contradiction to the fact that p 2 (A) = (B).
A symmetric argument produces a contradiction from b 2 (B nA) \ 
 1
(p). 
Note that if  = 0 or, more generally, if K \ (K + ) = ; whenever  2 ,  6= 0, then the
hypothesis of the Lemma is satised trivially.








is an E-equivariant homeomorphism. 
In special cases the hypothesis is satised less trivially. We give a slightly more special
condition here.
Proposition 5.3 Suppose that J is the closure of a fundamental domain for  in E
?
.








is a homeomorphism. In













Proof For the rst part, suppose that a; b 2 K and 0 6= a   b =  2 , then, by
construction, a and b sit one in each of two hyperplanes orthogonal to  between which K
lies. Note that then these hyperplanes are therefore both parallel to V and each intersects
K only in a subset of @K. Therefore, a; b 2 @K and further, since V + a and V + b are
contained one in each of the hyperplanes, we have a 62 @((V + a) \ IntK) (boundary in
V + a) and b 62 @((V + b) \ IntK) (similis). Therefore the conditions of Lemma 5.1 are
fullled vacuously.











 6= 0 (the case  = 0 is easy). Consider the set I = fh; ti j t 2 Kg, where h:; :i is the
inner product on R
N
. This is a closed interval. Also, since  is xed by the orthonormal
projection 
?
, I = fh; si j s 2 [0; 1]
N





j. But since j
j
j < 1 implies that 
j










j and so K
can be tted between two hyperplanes orthogonal to  and separated by .




j jhv; ij  (1=2)h; i g,
which in turn is contained in the closure of a fundamental domain for . So we have
conrmed the conditions of the rst part. 
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Remark 5.4 Using Lemma 2.5, the condition of Proposition 5.3 is equivalent to the
following condition: ((IntK) (IntK))\ = f0g, where we write A A = fa b j a; b 2 Ag
for the arithmetic (self-)dierence of A, a subset of an abelian group. Compare with 8.2
ahead.
All of these results say that if K is small enough relative to  then 

is a homeo-
morphism. The following construction gives a procedure to reduce the size of a general
acceptance domain appropriately.
Suppose that J is the closure of a fundamental domain for  in E
?
and suppose, as we
always can, that @J \ (Q + u) = ;. Let K
0
= (K + ) \ J , then K
0
is a subset of E
?
which obeys the conditions required in the original denition of (2.1). Also the placement
of J ensures that the points in Q + u, in particular u itself, which are non-singular with
respect to K are also non-singular with respect to K
0
.




+ E, then, by construction, (
0
\ (v + Z
N
)) =
( \ (v + Z
N
)) for all v 2 R
N
. Therefore, working with 
0
instead of  we can retrieve
the projection point pattern and have, by Proposition 5.3 and the fact that K
0
 J , an









Remark 5.5 We note a second process of reduction without loss of generality. Until now
we have assumed nothing about the rational position of E, but it is convenient to assume





6= 0, then by Theorem 2.8 applied to the map , we have a decomposition







is a decompostion into a discrete subset of W and a dense subset of V ; the dimension of
W is equal to the rank of E \ Z
N
. We may form a complemented subgroup   = fv 2
Z
N
j (v) 2 V g of Z
N





V (with the restriction of the canonical inner product), E replaced by V , and Z
N
replaced by  ; K is unchanged and u is replaced by u
0
= u mod W .
We leave the details to the reader and simply state that if P
u
is the projection point




is the projection point pattern with these
adjusted parameters (which produce a projection plane containing no non-zero lattice point

































and prove a generalisation of (3.8) of [Le].







which factors by e to the translation action by Z
N
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Q+ u    ! (Q+ u)=Z
N
:
The left vertical map is 1-1 precisely at the points in NS \ (Q+u). The right vertical map
is 1-1 precisely on the same set, modulo the action of Z
N
.






, as an extension of the action on Q+ u by translation, is
easy to dene since the maps are D
0
-isometries.








if and only if v w 2 Z
N
. Moreover, there










)  jjv   wjj=2.


















and jjv   v
0
jj < =2 and jjw   w
0
jj <









shows that the statement e(v) = e(w) implies e(v)   e(w) 2 Z
N
, which is true for







To show the 1-1 properties for the map on the left, suppose that v 2 Q+ u and that
p 2 @ \ (Z
N
+ v), i.e. v 62 NS. Then since K is the closure of its interior and since NS
is dense in R
N





2 NS both converging to v
in Euclidean topology and such that p+ (v
n
  v) 2  and p+ (v
0
n

















p. But both such limit points (which exist by compactness of M
e
P ) are in e
 1
(v) which is
a set of at least two elements therefore.
The 1-1 property for the map on the right follows directly from this and the commuting
diagram. 
The space (Q+ u)=Z
N




, also have a
simple description.
Lemma 6.2 With the data above, (Q + u)=Z
N









. Therefore (Q + u)=Z
N
with its E action is isometrically conjugate to a
minimal action of R
d
by translation on a torus of dimension N   dim.
Proof The space Q mod Z
N
is equal to the closure of E mod Z
N
and its translate by
u mod Z
N
is an isometry which is E equivariant. The action of E on its closure is isometric
and transitive, hence minimal, and is by translations. E is a connected subgroup of T
N
and so also is the closure of E, which is therefore equal to a torus of possibly smaller
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dimension. The codimension of this space agrees with the codimension of V + E (the
continuous component of Q) in R
N
which, by Lemma 2.9 and Corollary 2.11, equals dim
as required. 
Now we turn to a description of MP
u




, but as to
be shown in examples 8.7 and 8.8, need not be equal.



























































































and project under  to
the same set P
v
















), and each with the same image under , is an element of  as required. 
Proposition 6.4 Suppose that x; y 2 
u
and that (x) = (y), then there is a v 2 Q and



























(here the restriction to 
u
is important to note). In this case we deduce
v + u 2 NS.


















is the map completed from the map
z 7! z+w dened rst for z 2 NS\ (Q+u) (see Proposition 3.5). Then, since (x) = (y)
and  is (E + Z
N




(y)) for all w 2 E + Z
N
. So, by




(y) dened point-by-point for w 2 E+Z
N
is a D isometry
from the (E+Z
N
)-orbit of x onto the (E+Z
N
)-orbit of y (By Lemma 3.9 d/ the mapping
is well-dened). These two orbits being dense (Lemma 3.9) in 
u
, this map extends as an





Since  is (E + Z
N
)-equivariant, we deduce the intertwining with translation by v =
(y)  (x). Also since  =  on the E +Z
N
orbit of x, the E-equivariance of  extends
this equality over all of 
u
.
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Conversely suppose we have an isometry which intertwines the translation by v on
Q+u. Then for general topological reasons the cardinality of the  preimage of a point in
Q+u is preserved by translation by v and we deduce that NS \ (Q+u) is invariant under
the translation by v. In particular u + v 2 NS. The equation follows since it applies, by
hypothesis and Lemma 6.3, at u and therefore, by equivariance, at all points in E+Z
N
+u,
a dense subset. 
Denition 6.5 For u 2 NS, let R
u










if v 2 R
u
, then v + w 2 NS \ (Q+ u) for all w 2 NS \ (Q+ u).








 ! Q + u and so any
isometry of 
u
which factors by  through to a translation by v also does the same for

w
. Proposition 6.4 completes the equivalence.
The second sentence follows directly from the denition of R
w
. 
Remarks 6.7 It would be natural to hope that the condition u+v 2 NS could be removed
from the denition of R
u
. We have been unable to do this in general. But since NS is a
dense G

set (2.2) and, anticipating Theorem 7.1, R
u
is countable, we see that for a dense
G

set of u 2 NS (generically) we can indeed equate R
u





This is bourne out in Corollary 6.6 where we see that R
u
is dened independently of
the choice of u generically, and R
u
can be thought of as an invariant of 
u
. This result also
shows that R
u
is a subset of the translations of R
N
which leave NS \ (Q+ u) invariant.
Note that, since  is 1-1 only on NS, R
u
could as well have been dened as fv 2
Q j 
 1
(u+ v) = fP
u
g g.





Theorem 6.8 If u 2 NS, then R
u
is a closed subgroup of Q. Also R
u
acts by  iso-
metrically on 
u






. Moreover the R
u
action
commutes with the E-action, so the homeomorphism is E-equivariant.
Proof The main point to observe is that R
u
consists precisely of those elements v such
that there is an isometry 
v






. Since the inverse of
such an isometry is another such, and the composition of two such isometries produces a
third, we deduce the group property for R
u
immediately. The isometric action is given to















! v in the
Euclidean topology. Then 
v
n
is uniformly Cauchy and so converges uniformly to a bi-
jective isometry,  , of 
u
which intertwines the translation by v on Q + u. Therefore,
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if 
 1




(u + v), but this set is
contained in 
 1
(u), a contradiction since 
 1
(u) is a singleton. Therefore u + v 2 NS
and 
 1


















The commutation with the E action on 
u
is immediate from the corresponding







The discussion of the previous section has dened pro-







. We discover in this section how closely these two spaces lie and circumstances under













, which loses some
generality but which was also justied by the discussion of (5.4). By Proposition 6.1 and





surprisingly, under general conditions we nd that R
u
is not much larger than Z
N
and
under special conditions the two groups are equal.




as a nite index subgroup. In fact, with the







Proof Suppose that v 2 R
u





is an a 2 Z
N
such that (v + u + a) = (u) and so by translating if necessary, we may
assume without loss of generality that v 2 E
?
; and this denes v uniquely mod .





















) + + v.












) is contained in K a compact set. Suppose that
 2 
?
and that hv; i 6= 0, then there is t 2 Z such that jhtv; ij > 2jjjj diamK.
However, since tv 2 R
u












) +  + tv.
Applying the function h:; i to both sets produces a contradiction by construction. Thus
we have v 2 U , the space generated by  (see 2.9).
But if v 2 R
u
then we restrict attention to Q and so we have v 2
e
 a group which,
by Corollary 2.11, contains  with nite index. 
We note, for use in section 10, that therefore R
u
is free abelian on N generators.













The following combines Propositions 6.1 and 6.8 and ts the present circumstances to
the conditions of Lemma 2.14. Recall the denitions of n-to-1 extension (2.13) and nite
isometric extension (2.15).
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. The group R
u





commuting with the E action, preserving 

bres and acting transitively on each bre.
































From this and the construction of Lemma 2.14 applied to the case G = E and H = R
u
,
we deduce the main Theorem of the section.






, and that T is
a projection method pattern. Then there is a group H
T




































where the top row maps are nite isometric extensions and the bottom row maps are group
quotients.












With the considerations of section 4 (in particular using 4.6) we can count the projec-
tion method patterns up to topological conjugacy or pointed conjugacy in the following
corollary.
Corollary 7.5 With xed projection data and the conditions of Theorem 7.4, the set of





. Moreover, each projection method pattern, T , is pointed conjugate






is pointed conjugate to a nite decoration of T . 
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Also we deduce a generalisation of the result of Robinson [R2] and the topological version
of the result of Hof [H].
Corollary 7.6With the conditions assumed in Theorem 7.4, the pattern dynamical system
MT is an almost 1-1 extension (2.15) of a minimal R
d
action by rotation on a (N  
dim) torus.
Proof It suces to show that the central vertical arrow in the diagram of Theorem 7.4 is
1-1 at some point. But this is immediate since each of the end arrows is 1-1 at u say. 
x8 Examples and Counter-examples In this section we give sucient conditions, sim-
ilar to and stronger than 5.3, under which P
u





why these conjugacies are not true in general.
Denition 8.1 For data (E;K; u), dene B
u
































Proof This follows from the fact, deduced directly from the condition given, that if v 2
NS \ (Q+ u) and a; b 2 P
v









that a = (w) and b = (w
0




























Corollary 8.3 In the canonical case, the condition that the points (w) j w 2 f 1; 0; 1g
N




for all u 2 NS. In this case, therefore,
P
u





Proof The condition implies that  \ [(K   K)   (K   K)] = f0g and this gives the
condition in the proposition since B
u
 K. 




, then the canonical case also
allows simple sucient conditions weaker than 8.3.
We observe rst that the construction of [OKD] can be extended to admit non-
generic parameters, provided that we are comfortable with \tiles" which, although convex
polytopes, have no interior in E and are unions of faces of the true tiles. But we retain
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these degenerate tiles as components of our \tiling", i.e. really as units of a pattern,




with 1  j  N for the canonical unit basis of Z
N
.
Proposition 8.4 In the canonical case, the condition that no two points from f(e
j
) j 1 
j  Ng are collinear, is sucient to show that, T
u
, the canonical (but possibly degenerate)




for all u 2 NS.
ProofWe show that the conditions given imply that the shape of a tile (even in degenerate
cases) determines from which face of the lattice cube it is projected. In fact we shall show
that if I  f1; 2; :::; Ng then knowing (
I










j 0  
i





) and I; J  f1; 2; ::; Ng are of the same cardinality. It
is possible always to distinguish an edge on the polyhedron (
I
) which is parallel to a
vector (e
i
) for some i 2 I; and i is determined from this edge by hypothesis. The same
is true of this same edge with respect to J and so i 2 J also.
Writing I
0
= I nfig and J
0
























and so I = J . Induction starts at cardinality 1 by hypothesis.







much as we did in Proposition 8.2 above. To complete the argument








. But if there were















p  2, and so, using Lemma 2.2ii/, we nd T
v










But this contradicts the principle of the previous sentence. 
The conditions of this proposition include all the non-degenerate cases of the canonical









, deduced from Proposition 8.4 as a consequence, we retrieve many of the
results stated (but not proved) in section 3 of [Le].




. We can extend the argument
of 7.1 to give a geometric condition for elements of R
u
, of considerable use in computing
examples.
Lemma 8.5 Suppose that E \ Z
N
= 0, u 2 NS and v 2 E
?
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(Q+ u+ v) \ IntK.












+. Also, since by
7.1, v is in
e






















+, then, by the argument of 7.1, v 2
e
 and so,

























(b) 2   v. However, since 
?
is 1-1 on Z
N
, we






















is required to show that v 2 R
u

Example 8.6 By Corollary 7.2 and the fact that  = 0, the octagonal tiling is pointed
conjugate to both its projection and strip point patterns.





(generalised) Penrose tiling for all choices of u 2 NS, and so the generalised Penrose tiling
is pointed conjugate to both its projection and strip point patterns.





even under the conditions E \ Z
N







Example 8.7 We start with a choice of E for which  6= 0 and
e
 contains  properly.
The E used to construct the Penrose tiling is such an example. As in the proof of Lemma
2.6, let U be the real span of  and V the orthocomplement of U in E
?
. Choose a closed
unit disc, I, in V and let J be the closure of a rectangular fundamental domain for  in
U . Let K = I + J  E
?
and note that K has all the propeties required of an acceptance







With u 62 V +
e
 (equivalently u 2 NS), the rectilinear construction of K ensures
that ((Q + u) \ IntK) +  is invariant under the translation by any element, v, of
e
.
Also v + u 2 NS since the boundary of ((Q + u) \ IntK) +  in Q + u is invariant
under translations by
e







which is strictly larger than Z
N
.











, and we can make it a non-constant function of u 2 NS as well.











and let E be a line in L placed so that E \ Z
3
= 0. Then E
?









) j n 2 Zg.




























are collinear in E
?
and they are both contained in V (the continuous






















)=2 j n 2 Zg which contains  as an index 2 subgroup.




) is a hexagon in E
?
with a centre of symmetry. It is contained




, and it is in





The boundary of the hexagon on each of V + a and V + b is an interval congruent to e
?
3
(i.e. a translate of fte
?
3






, two of each. The vertices of the hexagon are on V + a, V + b or V + c, two on each.
The point of all this is that there is a choice of non-singular u (in E
?
without loss
of generality) such that B
u
= (Q+ u) \ IntK consists of the two intervals K \ (V + a
0
)




= a + c and 2b
0
= b + c (we can choose u 2 (V + a
0
) \ NS









++ v for all v 2
e
.
Upon conrming that v + u 2 NS for all v 2
e







, which contains Z
3
with index 2.
Remark 8.9 We note that Example 8.8 is degenerate and Proposition 8.4 shows why
this must be the case. However, under any circumstances, there exist projection method






. The point here is that these
tilings will not necessarly be constructed by the special method of Katz and Duneau.
Also, leaving the details to the reader, we mention that Example 8.8 and its analogues










group of 2 elements). When  is higher dimensional we have no concise description of the
exceptions allowed.











for all u 2 NS. Apart from the results of the previous section, the main




is more easily described than 
u
a priori.
Denition 9.1 Let F be a plane complementary, but not necessarily orthonormal, to E
and let 
0

























is invariant under translation by 
0









acts freely on F
u
when E \ Z
N
= 0
(i.e. with any xed x 2 F
u
, the equation gx = x implies g = 0).
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Similarly, R
u
acts on E by translation by (r); r 2 R
u
.










 E and a surjection :F
u


















Q+ u    ! ((Q+ u) \ F )E:





(v) is a singleton whenever v 2 NS \ F \ (Q+ u).






is represented in this equivalence as the direct sum




and E described in (9.1).
Proof This follows quickly from the observation that there is a natural, D
0
-uniformly
continuous and E equivariant equivalence NS \ (Q+ u) = F
o
u
+ E  F
o
u
 E, which can
be completed. 
Denitions 9.3 Let A
u
be the algebra of subsets (i.e. closed under nite union, nite
intersection and symmetric dierence) of F
o
u





as v runs over Z
N








) for the smallest C

algebra which contains the indicator functions of





be the ring (pointwise addition and multiplication) generated by this same
collection of indicator functions.
Let CC(F
u




These three algebraic objects support a canonical R
u





described in (8.1) and so we dene three Z[R
u





this action can be restricted to a canonical subaction by Z
N






= fA j A 2 A
u





And nally, we give the main theorem of this section which will be of much use in [FHK1].







a/ The collection B
u
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is locally a Cantor Set.
First we have a lemma also of independent interest in the next section.
Denition 9.5 Write K for the D
0
-closure of the set K
0
\NS \ (Q+ u).
Lemma 9.6 K is a compact open subset of F
u
.
Proof Closure is by denition so compactness follows immediately on observing that K
0
\
(Q+ u) \ NS is embedded D
0













; v) j v 2 K
0




















convergent sequence in (F \ NS) n K
0






















have a dierent D
0
limit { a contradiction since the limit in
each case must be e(x). 
Proof of Theorem 9.4 a/ The sets in B
u
are clopen by Lemma 9.6 above. It remains to
check that the collection B
u




Certainly, if a 6= b with a; b 2 F \(Q+u), then the assumption that Int(K)\(Q+u) 6=
; (2.6) (hence Int(K
0
) \ (Q + u) 6= ;, interior taken in F ) and the facts that K
0
is









) \ (Q + u)) + 
0
(v) and b 62 (K
0
\ (Q+ u)) + 
0
(v) (Euclidean closure in
F \ (Q+ u)). i.e. a and b are separated by the topology induced by e(B
u
).
In particular, if x; y 2 F
u
and y 2 \fB 2 B
u
j x 2 Bg then e(x) = e(y).
But, if x 6= y and e(x) = e(y) = v, then, by (3.7)e/, e(x) 6= e(y) and we may suppose
that there is a point p 2 e(x) n e(y). We use the argument of Lemma 8.6 to show that









) both converging to v in Euclidean topology
and such that p + (v
n
  v) 2  and p + (v
0
n
  v) 62 . But then y 62 A (closure in D
0






), and x 2 A, a contradiction to the
construction of y.
Therefore x = y and so, by the local compactness (Lemma 9.6) of F
u
we have the
required basic property of the collection B
u
.
b/ This will follow from a/ and the equivalences in Lemma 9.2 if we can show that
A
u
is isomorphic to B
u
as a Boolean algebra. To show this, it is enough to show that
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A 7! A (closure in D
0
metric) is 1-1 on A
u
; and for this it suces to prove that if A 2 A
u
is non-empty, then its Euclidean closure has interior (in (Q+ u) \ F ).
Note that NS \K
0
= NS \ Int(K
0
), so that if A 2 A
u
then A is formed of the union
and intersection of sets of the form (NS \ (Q+ u) \ Int(K
0





subtraction of unions and intersections of sets of the form (NS \ (Q+ u)\K
0
) + v. With
this description and Lemma 2.5, A is equal to NS\Int(A) (Euclidean closure and interior
in (Q+ u) \ F ), and from this our conclusion follows.
c/ Elements of CC(F
u
;Z) are nite sums of integer multiples of indicator functions
of compact open sets. Such sets are nite unions of basic clopen sets from the collection
in part a/. The isomorphism in part b/ completes the equation.
d/ Given the results of a/ and Lemma 9.6 it is sucient to show that F
u
has no
isolated points. However, by the argument of part b/ and Lemma 2.5 we see that every
clopen subset of F
u
has e image with Euclidean interior (in (Q + u) \ F ) and so cannot
be a single point. 
x10 A Cantor Z
d
Dynamical System In this section we describe a Z
d
dynamical system
whose mapping torus is equal to MP
u
. First, assuming E \ Z
N
= 0, we nd a suitable F
to which to apply the construction of the previous section.





in all our applications ahead is the group H
T
found in Theorem 7.4, and so a projection
method pattern T (and its data) denes G.






, for G and suppose that the rst dim of these
generate the subgroup G \ E
?
(this can be required by Lemma 2.9).






, where n = N   d.
Note that, since E \ G = 0 (by Lemma 2.9 and the assumption E \ Z
N
= 0), F is


















2 F for 1  j  n.
Note that by Theorem 7.1, any two such groups, G and G
0





, a complemented subgroup of R
u
. Thus we may x their generating sets to







this convention therefore, the construction of F is independent of G and hence only on the




depend only on the data of T .
We assume this convention holds in all that follows.
Denition 10.2 Suppose that G
0









is the complementary subgroup generated by the other d generators (thus G
1
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is independent of the choice of G). Both groups act on F
u









, a space, depending on G, on which G
1
acts continuously.











is a Cantor set on which G
1
acts minimally and





























is homeomorphic to a nite union of tori each of dimension
(N  d dim). Indeed, this space can be considered as a topological group, in which case
it is the product of a subgroup of
e
= with the (N   d  dim)-torus. The action of G
1
on this space is by rotation and is minimal.
Proof Assuming we have proved the fact that X
T
is compact then the commuting square





acts isometrically on F
u
with uniformly discrete orbits (Theorem 6.8), q is
open and locally a homeomorphism and so X
T
inherits the metrisability of F
u
, a base of











j 0  
j
< 1g \ (Q + u), a subset of F \ (Q + u).
Choose J  Z
N

















, the image of a compact
set (Lemma 9.6) under a continuous map. So X
T
is also compact.
Therefore, we have checked all conditions that show X
T
is a Cantor set.
Minimality follows from the minimality of the G action on F
u
which in turn follows
from the minimality of the Z
N




, proved analogously to (3.9).
The structure of the rotational factor system follows quickly from the rst part of this
lemma, the structure of F \ (Q+ u), and Lemma 9.2. 
Now we describe the quotient denition of X
T
as a fundamental domain.
Denition 10.4 From the details of 10.3 we constuct a clopen fundamental domain for








































(Y \NS) (closure in the D
0
metric), a subset of F
u
.
The following is immediate from this construction, using Lemma 9.6 and the equivariance
of  and 
0
in Lemma 9.3 with respect to the R
u
action.








, and the denitions above,
Y is a fundamental domain for the translation action by G
0
on F \ (Q+u). Moreover, Y
T
is a compact open subset of F
u
















;Z) to be the rings of continuous integer valued
functions dened on the respective spaces without restriction on support, uniformity or
magnitude. As Z[G
0
] modules, the rst is trivial and the second is dened as usual using




. Both are non-trivial Z[G
1
] modules.
The following combines Lemmas 10.3, 10.5 and Proposition 9.4 and will be of much im-
portance in [FHK1].






















Denition 10.8 Let E
0






















)=h(gx; v)  (x; v   g) j g 2 G
1
i:









. With the denitions above, E
0
is a d-dimensional subspace
of R
N












Proof The transformation E
0




), n + 1  j  N is bijective
since G
1
is complementary to G
0




. From this we
deduce the complementarity immediately.
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From Lemma 10.3 we see thatG
0
























and quotient by the relation (ga; v)  (a; v  
g); g 2 G
1
; a 2 F
u
; v 2 R
d
. Applying the inverse of the map of the rst paragraph, we
can re-express the mapping torus as F
u
 E quotiented by the relation (ga; w + (g)) 
(a; w); g 2 G
1
; a 2 F
u
; w 2 E.










(g) j g 2 G
1
. So, working rst on the space F
o
u











(g); w+ (g))  (a; w) j g 2 G
1
i




(recall that NS is G
1




























) is a minimal Cantor Z
d
dynamical system,




) is homeomorphic to MT . The pattern dynamical sys-
tem, (MT ; E) is equal to the canonical R
d







up to a constant automorphic time change.
Proof Choose G = H
T




=G. From this, all but





To compare the two R
d









) to the canonical R
d













n+ 1  j  N . 
Examples 10.11 The dynamical system of 10.10 for the octagonal tiling is a Z
2
action on
a Cantor set, an almost 1-1 extension of a Z
2
action by rotation on T
2
(see [BCL]). For
the Penrose tiling, it is also a Cantor almost 1-1 extension of a Z
2
action by rotation on T
2
(see [R1]), where we must check carefully that the torus factor has only one component
(the only alternative of 5 components is excluded ad hoc).
The correspondence in 10.9 and 10.10 respects the structures found in Theorem 7.4 and
so we deduce an analogue.



















), the latter a
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nite isometric extension of the former, together with a compact abelian group, M , which
is a nite union of (N   d dim)-dimensional tori (independent of u) on which G
1
acts
minimally by rotation, and a nite subgroup, Z
u
, of M .
These have the property that, if T is a projection method pattern with data (E;K; u),































where the top row consists of nite isometric extensions, the bottom row of group quotients
and the vertical maps are almost 1-1.














as in Denition 10.2. Write G
u
for the group G
0















produced from the choice G = H
T
(7.4). By








. Using the notation of sections 7, 9



























is independent of the choice of non-singular u and hence so isM , to which we







10.3 gives the result immediately. 
x11 Groupoids of Projection Method patterns We develop now the connections
between the pattern dynamical systems described before and the pattern groupoid. As
with the mapping torus, a pattern groupoid, which we write GT

, can be dened abstractly
for any pattern, T , of Euclidean space and we refer to [K1] [K3] for the most general







), of this groupoid is a non-commutative version
of the mapping torus which is regarded as a more precise detector of physical properties
of the quasicrystal. The discrete Schrodinger operators for the quasicrystal are naturally
members of this algebra.
The purpose of this section is to compare the non-commutative structure, i.e. the
groupoid, of a pattern with the dynamical systems constructed before. In this regard, we
cover similar ground to the work of Bellissard etal. [BCL] but, as noted in the introduction,
applied to a groupoid sometimes dierent.
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First we develop some general results about topological groupoids, appealing to the
denitions in [Ren].
Denition 11.1 We write the unit space of a groupoid G as G
o
, and write the range and
source maps, r; s:G  ! G
o
respectively. Both these maps are continuous and, due the
existence of a Haar System in all our examples, we note that they are open maps as well.
Recall the reduction of a groupoid. Given a groupoid G with unit space, G
o
, and a sub-
set, L, of G
o




= fg 2 G j r(g); s(g) 2
Lg of G, with unit space, L.




is a closed subgroupoid of G.
We also dene G
L







 ! L dened by r and s respectively.
We say L  G
o




Suppose a topological abelian group, H, acts by homeomorphisms on a topological
space X, then we dene a groupoid called the transformation groupoid, G(X;H), as the
topological direct product, X  H, with multiplication (x; g)(y; h) = (x; g + h) whenever
y = gx, and undened otherwise. The unit space is X  f0g.
This last construction is sometimes called the transformation group [Ren] or even the
transformation group groupoid, but we prefer the usage to be found in [Pa].






Lemma 11.2 Suppose that H is an abelian metric topological group acting homeomor-
phically on X. Let G = G(X;H) be the transformation groupoid and suppose that L is a
closed subset of X  G
o
.
a/ If H is discrete and countable, then G
o
is a clopen subset of G, and L is range-open
if and only if it is clopen in X.
b/ If there is an  > 0 such that for all neighbourhoods, B  B(0; ), of 0 in H and
all A open in L, we have BA open in X, then L is range-open.
Proof Only part b/ presents complications. Suppose that U is open in X H. We want
to show that r((LH)\U) is open. Pick x = r(y; h) 2 r(LH \U) and let C  (B+ h)
be a neighbourhood of (y; h) inside U , with B suciently small. Then A = s(C) \ L is
open in L and x 2 (B + h)A = h(BA) an open subset of X by hypothesis. However,
(B+h)A  r((LH)\U) by construction, and so we have found an open neighbourhood
of x in r((LH) \ U) as required. 
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We continue to use the constructions from [MRW] [Rie] without comment. In particu-
lar, we do not repeat the denition of (strong Morita) equivalence of groupoids or of C

algebras, which is quite complicated. For separable C

-algebras strong Morita equivalence
implies stable equivalence and equates the ordered K-theory (without attention to the
scale). All our examples are separable.
Lemma 11.3 Suppose that G is a locally compact groupoid and that L  G
o
is a closed,




is equivalent to G (in










(G) are strong Morita
equivalent.













action is free and proper, and that G
L































bimodule which shows strong Morita equivalence of the two algebras directly, c.f. [MRW]
Thm 2.8.
The denition of these actions is canonical and the freedom and properness of the
actions is automatic from the fact that L intersects every orbit and from the properness and
openness of the maps r; s. Indeed all the conditions follow quickly from these considerations









)-module; and the only trouble here
is in showing that  is an open map. However, this is precisely the problem that range-
openness is dened to solve. 
Together with Lemma 11.2 above, this result gives a convenient corollary which unies the
r-discrete and non-r-discrete cases treated seperately in [AP].
Corollary 11.4 Suppose that (X;H) and L  X obey either of the conditions of Lemma








(G) are strong Morita equivalent. 
Before passing to more special examples, we remark that there is no obstruction to the
generalisation of results 11.2, 11.3 and 11.4 to the case of non-abelian locally compact group
actions, noting only that, for notational consistency with the denition of transformation
groupoid, the group action on a space should then be written on the right.
Now we dene a selection of groupoids associated with projection method patterns,
all of them transformation groupoids.
Denition 11.5 Now, given a projection method pattern, T , with data (E;K; u), x
G = H
T
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; G), using the action of G on F
u










All but the last of these groupoids are r-discrete (see [Ren]).























Proof It is clear that GF
T






. To prove that this a range-open set
using Lemma 11.2, we take an open subset of F
u
and examine the action of small elements
of E + G on it. Only the E action enters our consideration and then it is clear from 9.2
that if B is an open subset of E and A is an open subset of F
u
, then as topological spaces,









found in Lemma 10.5 which equates X
T
with




. This homeomorphism is G
1
-equivariant if



































, and since Y
T
is clopen in F
u
the same argument as above shows that Y
T
is





Now we dene a groupoid connected more directly with the pattern, T .








whose composition is 

.
Without confusion we name the second (starred) map 

as well.
We also dene a map 
T


















and that, being a composition of open
maps (3.9), 
T
is an open map.
Dene the hull of T as 

T
= fS 2MT j 0 2 

(S)g.
The pattern groupoid, GT , is the space f(S; v) 2 

T
 E j v 2 

(S)g inheriting the
subspace topology of 

T







; v + v
0




, undened otherwise. The unit space is GT
o















), a space which is naturally homeomorphic to F
u
; a corre-
spondence made by extending the application of 
?
, inverted by the extension of 
0
.
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is 1-1 on L. This
can be constructed as follows. Dene L
o
= NS \K \ (Q+ u) where the closure is taken
with respect to the D
0
metric - a clopen subset of E
?
u
















to L is isomorphic to the pattern groupoid dened
above.









and 0 2 ((g + v)x). But note that the action by v 2 E on x 2 NS is vx = x  v and so













map  : (x; g; v) 7! (
T






 ! GT . The E and G equivariance
of the maps used to dene  show that the groupoid structure is preserved.









+ v)x 2 L. Thus (gx; g
0






showing that  is onto. Also, the
g; g
0
are unique by the construction of L above, and so  is 1-1. The continuity of  and
its inverse is immediate, so we have a topological groupoid isomorphism, as required.




to the set L which
is clearly closed.
Also, L is a subset of E
?
u
, transverse to E, so that the same argument as 11.6 shows
that L is range open.




and for this it is sucient to show





















(as in 3.9). 
Combining the Lemmas above, we obtain the following.
Theorem 11.9 Suppose that T is a projection method pattern with data (E;K; u) such




















are strong Morita equivalent and thus their ordered K-theory (without attention to scale)
is identical. 
Remark 11.10We can compare the construction above with the \rope" dynamical system
constructed by the third author [K2] exploiting the generalised grid method introduced
by de Bruijn [dB1]. The rope construction actually shows that, in a wide class of tilings
including the canonical projection method examples, there is a Cantor minimal system
(X;Z
d
) such that G(X;Z
d
) is a reduction of GT . By comparing the details of the proof
above with [K2] it is possible to show directly that, in the case of non-degenerate canonical
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We note that the construction of Lemma 11.8 depends only on the data (E;K; u) and on
G and from this we deduce the following.









among projection method patterns, T , with this data, the dynamical system (MT ; E) de-
termines GT up to groupoid isomorphism.
Thus among projection method patterns with xed data, the dynamical invariants are
at least as strong as the non-commutative invariants. 
Finally we reconnect the work of this section with the original construction of the tiling
groupoid due to Kellendonk [K1].
Denition 11.12 Recall the notation A[r] = (A \ B(r)) [ @B(r) etc. dened in 3.1
and 4.2, for r  0 and A  R
N







) = inff1=(r + 1) j r > 0; A[r] = A
0
[r]g.
As a metric this can be used to compare point patterns in E or R
N
(as in 3.1 and
4.2), or decorated tilings in E as described in 4.1.
We consider only tilings T which are translationally nite, i.e. each tile of T is one of
a nite number of possibilities up to translation (see [Sol]).
Given such a tiling, T , of E, the construction of the hull in [K1] starts by placing
a single puncture generically in the interior of each tile according to local information
(usually just the shape, decoration and orientation of the tile itself). So we form the
collection of punctures, (T ) of T , a discrete subset of points in E.




= fT + x j 0 2 (T + x) = (T ) + xg, and dene a modied




in this section, as the D
o
completion of this selected set of shifts
of T .
From this hull, we dene the groupoid, GT

exactly as for GT : GT






E j v 2 (S)g with the analogous rule for partial multiplication.
The assumption of local information dictates more precisely that the map  is contin-










Remark 11.13 Although phrased in terms of tilings, this denition can in fact be applied
to patterns as well, where the idea of puncture becomes now the association of a point
with each unit of the pattern (4.1). In this case the condition of translational niteness is
equated with the condition that (T ) is Meyer (see [La]), and this is sucient to prove the
analogues of all the Lemmas below. However, we continue to use the language of tilings
and, since every projection method pattern is pointed conjugate to a decorated tiling with
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translational niteness (decorating the Voronoi tiles for P
u
for example (7.5)), we lose no
generality in doing so.
We note that when a projection method pattern T is in fact a tiling, the two denitions
of hull (11.7 and above) given here seldom coincide nor do we obtain the same groupoids
(but we note the important exception of the canonical tiling in 11.16). The remainder of
this section shows that, never-the-less, the two groupoids, GT and GT

, are equivalent.
We start by comparing D and D
o
.




is precompact with respect to
D
o
. Further D and D
o









is proved in [K1].






) by denition, and so the topology
of D
o
is always ner than that of D.
Conversely, as a consequence of the translational niteness of T there is a number

o
< 1 such that if 0 <  < 
o






and D(T +x; T +x
0
) <  together
imply that T + x and T + x
0
actually agree up to a large radius (1=  1 will do) and we
conclude D
o
(T + x; T + x
0





is canonically a subspace of MT and we can consider its properties as
such.













(L), where L is a compact
open subset of E
?
u






is an open E-equivariant







, we note that (as in 3.4 before) by the translational niteness of T , there is a
number 
o































-compact and hence a
nite union of radius 1=2 D
o






=2)  !MT , dened
as (T
0
; x) 7! T
0






Theorem 11.16 If T is at once a tiling and a projection method pattern with data








, then the tiling groupoid GT

as dened
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In the case of a (non-degenerate) canonical projection method tiling there is a punc-
turing procedure for which the two groupoids are in fact isomorphic.
Proof Recall the denition of transformation groupoid and the action of E on MT and
consider G(MT ; E). Using Lemmas 11.3 and 11.15, it suces to show that the groupoids
GT and GT









this is immediate from their denition.
To treat the canonical case, we note that the point pattern may be translated by a
small generic xed vector to give a collection of punctures for the tiling. Thus the point
pattern is pointed conjugate to the puncturing decoration, giving a pointed conjugacy
between the tiling with point pattern and the punctured tiling. More importantly the rst
conjugacy is a geometric isometry preserving the scale of the patterns, and so the second
conjugacy passes to an isomorphism of the respective groupoids. 
x12 Summary of results Here we present concisely the most useful conclusions of this
paper. The numbers in brackets refer to points in this paper.











; E) (4.2) and (MP
u









(4.3). A general projection method pattern, T ,
with data (E;K; u) is a pattern in E (4.4) whose pattern dynamical system, MT (4.1),
is the middle space of some factorisation of 









Under certain sucient conditions on the data (e.g. (5.1), specialised to (5.2, 5.3))
which are not restrictive (5.4), the fact that T is a projection method pattern with these
data implies that there is a torus, T
m
, of dimension m = N   dim (2.10), on which

















































where the top row is dictated by denition and the bottom row is the sequence of group
quotients. The vertical maps are almost 1-1 and the top row maps are nite isometric
extensions (2.15). As a corollary, every projection method pattern under these conditions
is a nite decoration (4.5) of P
u









) determines (MT ; E) up
to topological conjugacy.
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) when  = 0 (5.2,
8.2). The left-hand horizontal arrows become trivial in the case of the canonical projection
method tiling of [OKD] with no degeneracy (5.3, 8.4).
An analogous construction exists (10.10, 10.12) of a Z
d
action on a Cantor set, X
T
,
whose mapping torus with R
d
action is naturally conjugate, up to homomorphic time




) is an almost 1-1 extension of a Z
d
action
by rotation on a nite union of m  d dimensional tori.




-algebra of the pattern T is dened to be the
C

-algebra of the pattern groupoid, C






) and (MT ; E) are both equivalent [MRW] to GT , we deduce (11.9)






and C(MT ) o E and hence the
equation of their ordered K-theories (without attention to the scale). The data and the
subgroup H
T
(7.4) determines GT up to topological groupoid isomorphism.
When T happens to be a tiling, the tiling groupoid dened by [K1] is equivalent to
GT (11.16) and in canonical cases the two groupoids are isomorphic.
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